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The release of “PROOF" on Crystaleyezed Fine Arts, produced by founder Mark 
Bray, is the world’s first chance to hear San Francisco's legendary underground 
band "Life on Earth" for the first time in nearly half a century. Bray began 
Crystaleyezed Fine Arts in 1989 to showcase his own work. Within several years 
he was producing and releasing recordings for other artists. When he first heard 
Life on Earth his comment was, “I've never heard anything like this!”.

This magazine was also produced by Mark Bray and Crystaleyezed Fine Arts. 
Bray and singer/ songwriter, Michael Foley met at the Sanchez Art Center in 
Pacifica, California and made an immediate connection. Like Foley, the younger 
Bray is a dedicated artist and musician.

“PROOF” includes eight songs from hundreds written by Foley as well as a song 
by Foley’s older brother, former Byrds bassist John York, and features the guitar 
work of the late Peter Swanson. One critic called Swanson's guitar work, "John 
Coltrane meet's Django Reinhardt”.

The recovered tapes were recorded on a Teac four track and mixed to a Revox 
half track mastering machine, both relatively new technologies at the time and 
while the band recorded in their commune studio on Stoneman Street in San 
Francisco, they also recorded in a number of studios and they were fond of 
recording live as well. There are hours of recovered tapes.

Life on Earth regularly played underground venues like the Shady Grove on 
Haight Street, the Keystone Korner, The Last Day Saloon, and the Garden of 
Earthly Delights. They also performed at California Hall, the opening of Hallidie 
Plaza, and countless large arenas and parks around the city including multiple 
appearances at Golden Gate Park where they were chosen to perform in front of 
more than 40,000 thousand people at the first Gay Freedom Day in June of 1973.  
Now, after nearly 50 years, when we hear the music of Life on Earth, it can either 
provide a memory of a truly unique time in history or provoke an interest to 
perhaps find out the true history of the Summer of Love and it's aftermath before 
it is commercialized and politicized into oblivion. Peace and love.
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Life on Earth was the brainchild of two young New York-based artists, Michael 
Foley and Peter Swanson. The two met in elementary school and began playing 
guitar together in the mid 1960s. They had an acoustic guitar duo called M&P 
Products, with Foley doing all the singing and in some cases writing the songs. Of 
the two, Swanson was the more reserved, while Foley played in different bands 
and had a strong choral background.

Peter Swanson & Michael Foley
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In 1965, Foley recorded a 45 RPM record of two of his songs on Goal Records, a 
subsidy of Decca Records, with the Fleetwoods (“Come Softly”) producer Cy 
Levitan. 

The record company, Goal Records, a subsidy of Decca Records, changed the 
band’s name to “The Stitches”. 

The song "I'm Looking For You Baby", ironically the supposed B side, was 
banned from the airways in four cities, Baltimore, Buffalo, Philadelphia, and 
Boston because it made reference to divorce.

Hey You! 45 RPM Record by The Stitches featuring Michael Foley
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In 1970 Foley and Swanson moved to California where they experimented with 
drummers and bass players until they landed John Perry Buffham on bass. They 
performed as a trio called Nada Corona until ultimately they found Al Urezzio, 
another New Yorker, to play the drums. This was the quartet that became Life on 
Earth. 

A commune grew up around the band that ultimately included six houses and 
hundreds of people. The band began in an apartment on 22nd St. in the Mission 
district but after the move to Bernal Heights, the headquarters for Life on Earth 
was on Stoneman St. in San Francisco. It was a safe place for the erudite, the 
disenfranchised, the brilliant, and in some part, the harmless insane.

Bernal Heights in San Francisco
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Poster for Life on Earth for a show at Keystone Korner in San Francisco 
Al Urezzio, Michael Foley, Peter Swanson, John Buffham
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As well as playing in the usual venues and bars like the Shady Grove on Haight 
Street, the Last Day Saloon, the Keystone Corner, or the Garden of Earthly 
Delights, the band was known for supporting community causes and played 
benefits for food co-ops and free medical centers, as well as schools, multiple 
outdoor festivals and prisons, including a concert for the inmates at Lompoc 
Federal Prison where Watergate burglar H.R. Haldeman was serving his sentence.  
It’s not known if he attended the show or not. 

One night when playing at the Garden of Earthly Delights, a trio walked in and 
asked to sit in and use the band’s gear. It turned out to be the first public 
appearance of Hot Tuna. Long before the Mabuhay Gardens ushered punk music 
into the San Francisco scene, the Garden of Earthly Delights was at the core of 
underground music in the city.

Promo Photo for Life on Earth on Bernal Hill 
Buffham, Urezzio, Swanson, Foley
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All of what you’re hearing on “PROOF” was recorded by Foley and Swanson at 
Stoneman Street or live at gigs. The Teac four track was a relatively new device so 
everything in this collection was recorded to tape, either in stereo or on the four 
track and mixed to a Revox half track mastering machine.

The following press release was published in Bam Magazine, April 1976. The 
writer is music columnist Michael Zipkin. 

“YES, FOLKS, there is LIFE ON EARTH, abiding in the 
form of four tight rockers called (gee, how about that) Life on 
Earth. Led by guitarist Michael Foley, whose lead vocals 
reminded me of Nils Lofgren at his sneering best.  The band 
presented energetic all-original material with an informal, yet 
exciting presence. Their five-year association shines in the 
interplay between Foley and fellow guitarist Peter Swanson, and 
in their Turtles-like falsetto harmonies. They play the Savoy in 
April.” 
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Poster for Life on Earth at the Savoy Nite Club in San Francisco in 1976
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The band enjoyed having an occasional 5th piece.  One of of their favorites was 
Sylvia Mitchell pictured here with the band on Bernal Hill.

Life on Earth 1977 Urezzio, Swanson, Foley, Buffham, Sylvia Mitchell

From the San Francisco Chronicle, a press release by Nancy Swingle for the 
Summer Jazz Festival at Keystone Korner, August 22-27, 1977 

“Life on Earth, appearing August 22, is a band of five tight 
rockers from San Francisco who play original music. The main 
vocalist, Michael Foley writes their widely varied material and plays 
guitar. He and guitarist Peter Swanson first got together as a folk 
duo in high school. Sylvia Mitchell plays violin, and has also 
performed with the Anchorage Symphony, and is currently a 
member of the San Jose Symphony. She was featured on Buffy 
Sainte Marie's newest album as well. Bassist John Buffham and 
drummer Alfred Urezzio round out the group. Life on earth 
promises, and delivers, a night of new and stunning music.”
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In 1978 Urezzio moved back to New York and the band needed a new drummer. 
Both Foley and Swanson had moved to solid body guitars and were moving away 
from"Space music" towards a more contemporary sound. They lucked out when 
they found Sandy Tullimello, shown here. Photo by Richard Robinson.

Buffham, Swanson, Tullimello, Foley - Photo by: Richard Robinson

Female drummers were a rarity at that time but breaking down barriers, especially 
musical barriers, was part of the bands identity. 

Today, Urezzio has morphed into a songwriting piano player who works all over 
Georgia. He can be seen on Facebook and YouTube.  

Buffham moved to Nashville in the 80s and has been a session musician there 
ever since.  
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This was supposed to be their official band photo. The one on the next page was 
the one they preferred and used for a poster. In the photo above, on the lower left, 
you can see Buffham’s eyes. He was born crosseyed and blind in his left eye.

(clockwise from left) Foley, Urezzio, Swanson, Buffham -  Photo by: Richard Robinson
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(clockwise from top) Foley, Swanson, Buffham, Urezzio  -  Photo by: Richard Robinson
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This photograph was taken outside of the door on the side of the house on  
Stoneman Street. This was the entrance to the room where the band rehearsed and 
recorded. Urezzio on the left, Buffham, a blurred image of Swanson, and Foley on 
the right in his fez. 

The photo was most likely taken by the late Willfredo Castaño, the brother of Alfred 
Quiroz, Professor Emeritus at the University of Arizona and internationally 
respected artist.  Wilfredo unfortunately passed in 2018.

Urezzio, Buffham, Swanson, Foley -  Photo by: Willfredo Castaño
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Quiroz took this photo of Foley in a fez on top of the apartments on 22nd St. He 
used the photograph for a painting of Foley that was included in a series of 22 
paintings in 1975.

Michael Foley -  Photo by: Alfred Quiroz

Other young artists who would later become recognized mixed with the 
commune as well. George Lucas visited with them on 22nd St. Native 
American activist Sasheen Littlefeather, who famously spoke for Marlon 
Brando when he refused to except his Oscar in 1973, had also visited the 
commune. Painter Horace Washington was a regular in the early days as well. 
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Foley and Swanson were both artists, painters, who’d studied in New York.  
Swanson was attending the San Francisco Art Institute at the time so the house on 
22nd street and the house on Stoneman Street were places where other artists 
gathered as well. 

Another frequent guest at the house on Stoneman street was Buddhist Monk 
Ryoho Yamada.  He told them that the phrase “Life on Earth” appeared in every 
religious text ever created.  

Foley’s older brother John York, a brilliant musician and singer songwriter, was 
instrumental in the band from day one and the band covered many of his songs. 
His influence on his younger brother goes without saying. He gave Michael his 
first guitar when he was 13. 

The band began in an apartment on 22nd St. It was on the floor above where York 
and his playboy model girlfriend lived. Eventually all three floors had commune 
members.

Peter Swanson
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After leaving the Byrds, where he had been the bass player for several years, York 
moved to San Francisco shortly before his brother and Swanson showed up. York 
also played piano with Nada Corona at the Tibbletad Vorden, a bar at the end of 
Precita Park in the early days of the band.  

As well as playing bass for the Byrds, York had worked with many legendary rock 
stars in the 60’s including the Mama’s and the Papa’s, Johnny Rivers, The Sir 
Douglas Quintet, just to name a few. He hade been invited to join the Eagles but 
said no in order to pursue his own music. Steeley Dan also asked him to become a 
member but he refused them as well. While in The Byrds, Rickenbacker asked 
him if they could use his name on the prototype Rickenbacker bass that they had 
built for him. He said no to them as well. He also turned down Barbara Streisand 
when she wanted to record his song, “Some Days Even The Birds Sing A Sad 
Song”, because she wanted to put her name on it as one of the writers, a practice 
popular with many stars at the time.  
Following years of recording his own music he completed a 10 year gig touring 
the world with Barry McGuire as well. Among his recordings is an album he 
wrote and recorded called “The Sacred Path Songs”, which he wrote for Jamie 
Sams book, “The Sacred Path Cards”. 
He still performs all around Southern California and recently completed an opera. 
John’s music is available at http://johnyorkmusic.com

Michael Foley & John York circa 1971 in Hollywood, California - Photo by Lorelei
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This is the oldest photo found of the band. It shows Swanson on his 1950 
Epiphone Emperor. Foley’s 1959 Byrdland had already been stolen and he’s 
shown playing an Epiphone  model similar to a Gibson 175.  This guitar was also 
stolen.

L-R - Buffham, Swanson, Foley, Urezzio behind the drums 
Photograph by Tom Paiva
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Ultimately Swanson used an Epiphone 12 string he strung with 6 strings and Foley 
found a Guild “Slim Jim T-100D” to replace his Epiphone. Foley and Swanson 
had played their Guild F-50’s since they got them in their late teens and were big 
Guild fans.  They’d visited the factory in New Jersey more than once.   

Foley met one of his favorite guitar masters there when George Barnes showed up 
unannounced. Foley was there to tell Guild that he didn’t want the back of the 
headstock on his new F-50 painted black but left to show the wood running 
through the neck.  After they finished his guitar, they stopped painting the back of 
the headstocks for good.

L-R - Urezzio, Foley, Swanson 
Photograph by Tom Paiva
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Before Urezzio showed up to complete the band, the trio they’d formed with 
bassist John Buffham was known as Nada Corona. This photograph of Swanson 
is from a gig they played by a swimming pool in Marin County when they were 
still living on 22nd St. in San Francisco.

Peter Swanson
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Nada Corona’s most notorious gigs were when they played at the Mitchell 
Brothers Theater on O'Farrell Street. The theater was known for showing 
pornographic movies with the exception of Wednesday nights at midnight, when 
they would show silent films and the trio would improvise.  

A studio called Sound Genesis recorded several of these shows. The track they 
created for the original Frankenstein movie was epic and there is a search for the 
recordings but so far none have turned up. 

Michael Foley, Photograph by Tom Paiva
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Part of the dynamic in the band and in the commune was Swanson's sense of 
humor. To put it simply, he was hysterical. In these pictures Foley and Swanson are 
doing their short wasted man characters. Alfie joins in on the photo to the lower 
left and on the bottom right Diane and Janet Fatone, who worked with the Sisters 
of Perpetual Indulgence. Diane became the love of Pete’s life.

Peter Swanson, Michael Foley Peter Swanson, Michael Foley

Al Urezzio Diane and Janet Fatone
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This photo was shot in 1997 shortly before Swanson died. He and Diane had 
struggled with drugs and alcohol but had worked their way through it.  

At one point they opened a restaurant on Valencia Street called “Salvatore Deli”.  
Peter and Diane were both wonderful cooks. Pete created the first “Tofurkey”, a 
tofu Thanksgiving turkey for the commune who were all vegetarians at the time.  
He ground his own coffee beans, wheat berries to make whole wheat bread, and 
soy beans to make homemade tofu  They had a backyard garden and he and Foley 
even made their own beer. 

Pete grew up diabetic and when cocaine started being pumped into the 
neighborhoods by our own government after the Vietnam war ended, he was 
pursued because he had access to needles. Peter and Diane were the kindest most 
open hearted people you'll ever meet and it took years for them to free themselves 
from the people who pursued and used them.  

Sadly, Peter died in 1998 before his 50th birthday.

Peter Swanson - Photo by Michael Foley
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In the nearly two decades since Pete passed, Diane committed herself to 
helping out at San Francisco’s favorite underground radio station, KPOO 
89.5 FM. An on air celebration was held to honor her. 

              You bring me the sunshine you bring me the rain 
              And then you tell me it's all the same 
              Oh Diana, sweet Diana 
              Oh Diana, sweet Diana  
                                                                     lyrics to the song “Diana”

Diane passed in 2017.
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While Swanson had movie star good looks, bassist John Buffham was, let's just 
say, attractive to the ladies, and on occasion, he would have to leave to resolve a 
romantic situation. The band felt lucky to have Mitchell Holman from the band 
“It's a Beautiful Day” fill-in. 

To this day Holman continues to be not only a brilliant bassist but an incredible 
singer and songwriter in his own right. Swanson and Foley had met Holman at a 
store on 24th St. they all called, "Component Bobs". Holman and his band, 
"Natural Act" also played regularly at the Garden of Earthly Delights, which 
deepened the bond. Holman was also an audiophile. He became the sound 
engineer for PBS’s West Coast Live for more than 20 years.

Mitchell Holman, Foley, Urezzio, Swanson 
Photograph by Tom Paiva
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These photographs of Michael Foley and Peter Swanson were taken by Diane when 
they went to a party at Bill Graham’s ranch at Woodside. 

In those days “techies” were audiophiles. As a result, the Life on Earth sound 
system was legendary. When Swanson and Foley were hired to do sound for the 
Savoy nightclub, they used the band’s PA system which caused San Francisco 
Chronicle music critic Joel Selvin to write glowingly about it. He never wrote about 
the band but they were told he referred to them as the, "poor man's Grateful Dead”. 

Transistors were a new thing and Crown and Phase Linear were producing what was 
called a “direct coupled amplifier. These were barely on the market when they got a 
Crown DC 300 for the PA system and replaced Buffham’s Sunn amp with a preamp 
and a Phase Linear 400 for Buffham's bass.  

“State of the Art” was the term used for the amps and the JBL speakers they put in 
cabinets that they made themselves. Foley had been mentored by sculptor Marvin 
Horowitz and in their discussions about creating art, the words that Horowitz used 
were “commitment and dedication”. This describes how the band felt about their 
music.

Michael Foley Peter Swanson
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This picture shows Life On Earth’s legendary sound system. One of the reasons 
they were chosen to play at the first Gay Freedom Day was because of their PA 
system, which covered the thousands of people with ease. 

Behind the stage is the bands’ truck, an International Harvester dual wheel, 2 1/2 
ton walk-in. When not hauling their gear and massive PA system they used it to 
move furniture with their old Hicksville buddy Joel Sachs who later hosted a 
music show on KPFA, where Foley performed 2 decades later.

Buffham, Urezzio, Swanson, Foley 
Photograph by Tom Paiva
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This photo is one of the better 
views of Urezzio’s drum set. 
Growing up watching black 
and white movies of Gene 
Krupa on TV, Urezzio was in 
lock step of the expanded 
drums sets the 60’s music 
revolution espoused. Folks 
would come to the stage just 
to check out his gear. The 
drums were Slingerland 
Radio Kings Gene Krupa 
Model made in 1947, all 
wood, no metal, with 2 small 
tom toms, 2 floor toms and as 
many as 13 cymbals. Like 
Foley and Swanson, who 
would solo simultaneously, 
especially when they were 
playing “space music”, Alfie 
and bassist Buffham would 
improvise together. A recording of the song “Spirit of Truth”, soon to be 
released as a single, features the two at their best. The song is written in 5/4 
time, which makes their exploration all the more riveting. 

Another destination was Hamilton Audiosonics on 16th St. in the Mission. Long 
before the Grateful Dead worked with Alembic, everyone went to see Dick 
Hamilton and Shu Oh Liu. Public address systems had only been around for a 
few decades. Life on Earth was one of the few bands, if any, that used two 
stereo amplifiers and a crossover system for the woofers and the tweeters. They 
also had a monitor system made by Foley that can be seen in front of the band in 
some of these photographs.   

Sometime in the 70s Swanson and Foley went up to Mendocino to visit 
Hamilton. He showed them a system he designed using a windmill to go,"off 
grid". This was during the time when Jerry Brown was being called “Governor 
Moonbeam” because he said someday we would be bouncing telephone signals 
off the moon. He also called for solar panels to be used on all new government 
buildings, from schools to prisons, to court houses and office buildings. This 
was 50 years ago!

Urezzio and his 1947 Slingerland Radio Kings  
Gene Krupa Drum Set 

Photograph by Tom Paiva
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In this picture from 50 years ago, taken in Glen Park in San Francisco, you can 
see Holman playing a revolutionary bass he built that he calls “the stick”. He still 
hand makes them today and has refused multiple offers for mass production. 
When asked about the band he said, "they were purists”, referring to their 
commitment to playing hollow body guitars and not using effects like reverb or 
echo on their guitars or the voices. You can hear that in the recordings.  

This photograph also shows Foley on his Guild Slim Jim T100D and Swanson on 
his restrung Epiphone 12 string. Behind the two you can see the speaker cabinets 
that Swanson made by hand. They would put a speaker from each of them in each 
cabinet and split the cabinets. Urezzio’s monster drum kit sits between the bass 
and the guitars. In front are the monitors made by Foley. 

Holman, Urezzio, Foley, Swanson 
Photograph by Tom Paiva
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CONTACTS  

Mark Bray  crystaleyezed.com 

Michael Foley michaelfoleymusic.com 

Al Urezzio  reverbnation.com/alurezzio  

Mitchell Holman mitchellholman.com  

John York  johnyorkmusic.com 

Emmet Foley efoley44@gmail.com  
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ABOUT THE SONGS 

The Arrow 
The arrow,"always true and never narrow" implied the search for knowledge, love, 
and truth that was the underbelly of the true cultural revolution at the time. The 
band didn't care for the term "Hippy". Foley said, "We were peaceniks from New 
York, or folkies, or whatever you like. It wasn't all about getting high. It was about 
expanding our consciousness. We read and studied everything Buddha, Lao Tzu, 
Existentialism, the Torah, the Bible, the Bhagavad-Gita, Native American and 
African cultures, you name it. We had a recycling pit and grew our own 
vegetables, even when we lived on 22nd Street.” This was in 1970. 

Gimme A Rest 
To support themselves, Foley and Swanson used the band trucks that they’d gotten 
to move their PA system to move furniture during the day. They would rehearse 
regardless of how long they had worked during the day. 

The World is Hollow 
This song grew out of a psychedelic experience in a Redwood forest north of San 
Francisco. Often overlooked is that there were many people aware of the climate 
crisis that we deal with now, especially in California, and they were addressing it 
in the 1970s. 

White Lies 
Written by Foley's older brother John York, the song is a painful reaction to a 
famous photograph of Geronimo where he's seen on one, knee holding a rifle 
across his chest. What's hardly seen is a shackle on his back ankle connected to a 
chain. Growing up in postwar America, the members of Life on Earth and the 
other members of the commune had grown up knowing about the horrors of WW 
II and had seen civil rights protests on their black and white televisions since they 
were kids.  

For the Foley boys, their insight into the American holocaust of Native Peoples 
was a result of their time spent in the Boy Scouts, Troop 293. Hoping to become a 
member of the Order of the Arrow, Foley learned Native chants and dances, how 
to do multiple styles of bead work, make headdresses, clothing, and crow bustles 
for ceremonies.
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ABOUT THE SONGS 

No One Told Me 
One of Foley's most telling love songs, written while he was dealing with a 
broken heart.  He wrote this song while hitchhiking across the country from San 
Francisco to New York in 1969. 

Under Surveillance 
Starting in the mid-1960s, the young Foley began protesting for civil rights and 
for an end to the war in Vietnam. In 1967 he inadvertently grew 40 pounds of 
marijuana in his mothers side yard and was arrested for it. He was facing life in 
prison but, as a result of the police over enthusiastically entering his property 
without a warrant, his case was dismissed. While he was in custody, FBI agents 
showed up and questioned him about who he was growing the weed for. Was it 
the Commies? The Mafia? They showed him photographs they had taken of him 
walking behind Dr. King and at other protests.  

Needless to say, he had been under surveillance. Part of his move to California 
initially was to get away from constantly being followed by an unmarked car. 
Subsequently, bassist John Buffham’s father was a high-ranking official in our 
national intelligence agency. When Buffham left the band to go to Hawaii, a pair 
of agents in suits and ties walked down Shotwell Street from the top of Bernal 
Hill. Their job had been to surveil and protect Buffham. Swanson, Foley, and 
York stood with them while the agents thanked them for being so funny while 
they were being surveilled and shook their hands. 

Hold On To The Secret 
Part of what drove Foley and Swanson and the other members of the band was 
the development of the spiritual. The lyric advises to hold onto the secret and let 
go of the score, an invitation to be forgiving and respect the beliefs of others. 
Swanson's almost telepathic call and response with Foley's vocal are riveting. 
“Hold onto the Secret” was originally called “Situation in your Mind”. 

Hard at Work 
Growing up, Foley's mother was a founding member of the teachers union and 
working people in America were fighting to correct the poverty that had stretched 
across the country in the depression from ever happening again. Celebrating hard 
work over wealth was part of why the commune functioned as well as it did in 
the early days.  As a young civil rights protester and a member of CORE, Foley 
developed a profound respect for organized labor. That respect for working 
people, voiced in this song, is echoed 30 years later in his song, "People Working 
in the Night" on his “Fear and Forgiveness” album recorded in 2005.
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MORE ABOUT THE BAND 

One of the things the commune did regularly was bring veterans in off of the 
street.  At that time the term “PTSD” wasn’t in play. Veterans with psychological 
difficulties were treated the same way veterans with the same issues were treated 
after World War II. They were given a bottle of booze, a pack of cigarettes and 
told to, "quit crying and act like a man".  

One of the vets they took in 
off the corner of Valencia 
Street and what was then 
Army Street, was a guitar 
playing songwriter named 
Jim Shockor. He preferred 
the name Tennessee Jim 
Bodean. He had been in 
Vietnam as a special forces, 
black ops, operative with 
three 6th degree black belts.  

He told Foley and Swanson 
that the movie “Apocalypse 
Now’ was based on a mission 
that he himself had done, 
entering a monastery and 
killing a Vietcong leader. 

At one point after he moved 
back to Michigan he was 
convicted of a robbery he 
didn't participate in and spent 
two years in prison. After the 
man who had ac tua l ly 
committed the crime "found 
Jesus", he confessed and 
Boudin was released. This is 
a photograph of Tennessee 
Jim in prison with his J 200 
Gibson, the love of his life. Unfortunately, tapes of his songs have not been 
found. He and Foley stayed friends until Tennessee Jim’s unfortunate passing. 

Tennessee Jim Bodean
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Bassist John Buffham was the first brick in the foundation of the band that became 
known as “Life on Earth”. He had come from an elite upbringing in Connecticut, 
across the Long Island Sound from Foley and Swanson, and was in tune with the 
others musically, philosophically, and spiritually. He was born with crossed eyes, the 
one on the left also being blind. He didn't allow that to interfere with his pursuits. 

When he showed up in 1970 and moved in with Foley and Swanson on 22nd Street, 
“M&P Products” morphed into “Nada Corona”, which was gleaned from an 
alliteration by Diane, "Nada Corona Aroma Rama”. They played in cafés in North 
Beach and the Mission. One of the tapes being pursued was recorded by Sound 
Genesis and is of the trio performing a live, improvised soundtrack to a silent film at 
the Mitchell Brothers Theater. 

The final brick in the foundation of the band was drummer Al Urezzio, affectionately 
known as “Alfie”. He had grown up in Yonkers, New York and knew Diane and Tom 
Paiva, who became an important supporter of the band. The model for drummers at 
that time spanned the decades from Gene Krupa to Ginger Baker with the Cream. 
Alfie wasted no time getting the two biggest bass drums he could find to go along 
with seven symbols and four tom tom’s. He and Buffham would connect while 
improvising in a revolutionary way. It was not uncommon for the guitars to back out 
for a while as they would explore the endless possibilities they seemed to find. 

Which brings us to M&P Products, Michael Foley and Peter Swanson. They'd grown 
up together in Hicksville, Long Island and were literally 45 minutes from Broadway, 
where Foley’s mother took him when he was growing up. It allowed them to 
experience countless amazing artists and musicians. Ravi Shankar at Lincoln Center, 
a young Bob Dylan, Dave Van Ronk, Allen Ginsberg, and the Mothers of Invention 
with Buddy Guy outdoors in Central Park, Miles Davis, Reverend Gary Davis, 
Brownie McGee and Sonny Terry, John Hammond Jr, . . . The list goes on and on. 
Foley still recalls seeing James Brown live at the Apollo Theater on Christmas Eve 
but what inspired his songwriting was when he saw Joan Baez at the Forest Hills 
Tennis Stadium in New York. 

Foley and Swanson had yet another connection. They were both serious painters and 
at one point attended the New York Institute of Technology (NYIT) and studied there 
with acclaimed painters Robert Yasuda and Ronald Schwerin, both of whom had won 
the prestigious Prix de Rome.  They introduced Foley and Swanson to the Abstract 
Illusionist movement in New York centered by the work of Richard Lindner. 
Schwerin took a near naked photo of Swanson that appeared on the cover of 
Evergreen Magazine. When they showed up in San Francisco, Swanson was enrolled 
at the San Francisco Art Institute, which Foley later attended, earning a BFA and an 
MFA in 1996.
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When it came to recording the band, Swanson was the leader in this field. Stereo 
was still relatively new and mono radios and recordings were still available. The 
debate for musicians was tubes or transistors. The basement of the house on 
Stoneman street was set up as a studio. The Teac four track was relatively new at 
the time but they had managed to get one as well as a Revox half track mastering 
machine. The tapes used for this collection were recorded on those machines which 
Foley still has. 

Beginning as folk musicians, both Swanson and Foley refused to use reverb and 
echo, or any other affect on their guitars. Even the vocals didn't use reverb, live or 
when recorded. 

Many of the early photographs show Swanson playing a 1950s Epiphone Emperor 
which had belong to his father, a musician who had his own group, “Art Swanson’s 
Entertaining Orchestra”, when Peter was growing up. A jazz guitar with three pick 
ups was rare at the time to say the least. Peter’s older brother Stephen was also an 
accomplished pianist. After the Emperor was stolen, along with Foley's 1959 
Gibson Byrdland, it took many years for Swanson to move to a solid body. In the 
interim he restrung an Epiphone 12 string with six strings. Foley replaced the 
Gibson with a customized Epiphone jazz guitar, similar to a Gibson 175, that had 
three pick ups in it. He eventually found the Epiphone Emperor in a pawnshop and 
Swanson got it back. The Byrdland has never been recovered. 

Where Swanson could be hysterically funny in front of people he knew, he tended 
to be laid back in front of the crowd, Foley was the obvious front man. Growing up, 
his mother, who became known as Reverend Audrey Foley, was a choir director 
and a single mother, so every week on Wednesday night he and his brother John 
would go to three choir practices. Foley started singing solos in front of the adult 
choir by the time he was 10 years old and also sang in front of his elementary 
school choirs. When he got to high school his choir teacher was Charles Arnold. 
Arnold was more than just a school teacher, he was a mentor and someone that 
Foley has looked up to his entire life. When he became a member of the Madrigal 
group, an award winning Acapella group, it helped Foley steer away from trouble. 
On May 26, 2022 the Hicksville high school theater was dedicated to Mr. Arnold. 
Another member of the Madrigal group is someone you might have heard of. His 
name is Billy Joel. 

Around the same time Foley had formed a number of bands. The Smyth Brothers, 
the Marie Antoinette Memorial Headband, the Northfield Classics, and had even 
been in a folk group called, “The Down and Out String Band”. 

It was during this period that Foley also started performing solo as a folk singer. He 
played his own songs in front of thousands at a folk festival at the Kensico Dam in 
upstate New York and opened for the Greenbrier Boys, a popular folk act at the 
time, at the Mineola Theater. He was just 17 years old.
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Buffham, Urezzio, Swanson, Foley at the San Francisco Conservatory of Music

Toward the end of the bands run in the late 70s, Don Buday, the long time music 
critic for the LA Free Press saw the band at a show in North Beach. They were 
there for three nights and Buday came back to see the last two shows as well. He 
and Foley formed a bond that lasted until his untimely passing. When Foley 
moved to LA in 1980, he stayed with Don until he found a place to live.
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In 1981, after a short period living in Los Angeles, Foley returned to the Bay Area 
and auditioned for the Oakland Symphony Chorus with Joseph Leibling, 
conducted by Calvin Simmons, and was accepted. This was during a period when 
his children were young and he worked multiple jobs trying to support them, but 
not being able to pursue his music and his art overcame him. At a certain point a 
friend took him to a country bar where, at the end of the night, he saw the band 
getting paid. Life on Earth rarely got paid and the band never cared. Their focus 
was the artistry and the music. When his old friend Mitchell Holman, the bass 
player for It's a Beautiful Day, who had filled in many times for Buffham with the 
band, asked him to fill-in on the soundboard at the Country Palace, the doorway 
to country music opened up. Within a short time Foley, who’d started playing 
country music gigs at the Stud, a famous gay bar in San Francisco while he was 
still a member of the Oakland Symphony Chorus, started working with the 
Legendary Ambush Country Band with Linda Lou, their lead singing lady bass 
player.

(clockwise from left)  Foley, Don Graham, Linda Lou, and Paul Koss
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Linda Lou ran the band like a business and it was the first time Foley had ever 
made is living as a musician. They opened for big-name acts like Garth Brooks 
and George Strait, and played to thousands at big events like the Garlic Festival 
and other festivals around Northern California. 

When Ambush broke up, Foley played dozens of pick up gigs, even backing Gene 
Clark at a show in Los Gatos and sitting in with the Byrds at a show on a barge on 
the Sacramento River. He went on to have a two-year house gig at the Garden Inn 
with the Gardenaires, which featured Don Graham from Glenn Campbell and Bay 
Area favorites “Hearts on Fire”, along with bassist Claude Arthur. Foley 
eventually joined “The Mighty Night Flyers” for a house gig with the band at 
DeMarcos 23 club in Brisbane. In the early days when country stars like George 
Jones and Merle Haggard came to the Bay Area, De Marcos 23 Club was where 
they performed. Oddly, Life on Earth appeared there, once, in the early 70s.  He 
ultimately met his wife Judy at the club. Foley had just decided to return to 
college after more than 20 years. She was there with him from the beginning and 
when he finished his BFA and his MFA. They married in 1999. 

In 2005 Foley had just finished recording his, "Fear and Forgiveness" album and 
was anxious to get out and perform it. Unfortunately he fell, and his injuries 
ultimately forced him to leave performing, recording and teaching. In the interim 
Foley started the Michael Foley Trio with bassist Mike Billo.  He went from 
standing up, walking around the stage playing his Gibson L5 to sitting down and 
playing an electrified nylon string Yamaha cut away with a pick so it would sound 
like the round wound strings on a jazz guitar. The Trio was together for six years 
before another health emergency was the final straw in 2012. 

Since meeting Bray, Foley has been able to focus on being grateful for his family 
and for the life that he’s had in art and music. They’re now working to let people 
hear the music. Bray has also showcased Foley’s folk duet album with Bay Area 
guitar legend Glenn Houston called “Unpainted” and his instrumental hip hop 
album, made with his son Emmet Foley, called “Simulacra” on Foley’s website  
michaelfoleymusic.com  As well as having written several books and made many 
paintings, Foley has an “Americana Musical” in the works from songs he's 
composed over the years and there's even a collection of country songs he's 
written that may at some point appear in another collection. 
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This is Foley playing his Epiphone Zepher Regent Deluxe from the 1950’s with Ambush. 
He got the guitar as a tribute to Pete.
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